(2) Reductionism: There were towers, but the towers were really just the matter that occupied spacetime points arranged tower-wise. The towers were, in other words, mereological sums of matter at those spacetime points. Any matter-filled spacetime points have sums; we have names for some of the sums that are arranged in certain ways (e.g., 'towers'). All that really exist are matter at spacetime points and their sums arranged in various ways. 'Tower' is just a name we give to matter in a certain arrangement. Concepts like tower reflect our interests, and reality is independent of our interests. I associate this view with David Lewis. Philosophers may hold different of these views for different domains. (E.g., van Inwagen is an eliminativist with respect to towers and other inanimate complex objects, but not with respect to organisms.) Focussing on inanimate complex objects like the towers, I shall briefly compare and contrast the three views (or types of views), then turn to a more detailed elaboration of my version of nonreductionism. For convenience, I'll use the term 'particle' as a dummy word for physical particles, matter at spacetime points, or simples, depending on the view in question.
First, consider an ontological comparison-and-contrast: On all three views, there were particles arranged tower-wise at 8:30 am, and those particles still existed at 10:00, but they were no longer arranged tower-wise at 10:00. On the eliminativist and reductionist views, strictly speaking, nothing literally went out of existence between 8:30 and 10:00; there was only a change in the arrangement of particles.
But on these views, ontologically speaking, there was no change in what exists-it just became inappropriate to apply our concept of 'towers' to the particles in their new arrangement. All the objects [or, in the case of van Inwagen, nonliving objects] that exist, according to both eliminativism and reductionism, are particles (matter at spacetime points or simples) arranged in certain ways. On the eliminativist and reductionist views, there is no ontological difference between the towers and the rubble.
By contrast, on the nonreductionist view, the collapse of the towers was a loss to reality, ontologically speaking. The change between 8:30 and 10:00 was more than a change in the arrangement of particles. Indeed, the eliminativist and reductionist may be right to insist particles and their fusions existed and are re-arranged. But according to the nonreductionist, there were objects that were not identical with fusions of particles and that went out of existence altogether when the towers collapsed. At the time of the collapse, the things that were towers literally went out of existence; they did not just lose the property of being towers and acquire the property of being rubble. The towers were not just fusions that changed shape; they were objects that once existed and then failed to exist. The contents of the world changed between 8:30 and 10:00; on the nonreductionist view, complete inventories of the world would include different objects at 8:30 and at 10:00. Only a nonreductionist approach allows the extensions of everyday concepts like tower to be ontologically significant. Now turn to the semantic comparison-and-contrast: The difference between reductionism and eliminativism seems to be semantic: the reductionist takes 'tower' to be a referring word, but the eliminativist does not. Neither eliminativism nor reductionism can take everyday discourse at face value. First, consider eliminativism: The eliminativist requires odd paraphrases of much of everyday talk; speakers do not mean what they think that they mean. When they say, "The towers collapsed," eliminativist metaphysicians must supply a paraphrase: e.g., 'The simples that had one arrangement (tower-wise) now have another arrangement (rubble-wise).' The eliminativist cannot suppose that the sentence 'the towers collapsed' is both true and literally expresses the proposition that the towers collapsed. For the eliminativist, common nouns in everyday discourse disappear under analysis. Now consider reductionism: The reductionist supposes that talk about the collapse of the towers is really just talk about the rearrangement of particles. If we took everyday language at face value, we would not suppose that talk about towers is just talk about 1 There is no ontological difference on the assumption that mereology is, as Lewis says, "ontologically innocent." Sums do not introduce new objects over and above the objects in their parts. Parts of Classes (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991) 'tower' to a collection of particles just like the ones in the twin towers and arranged in the same way, but which spontaneously coalesced in outer space. A random arrangement of particles-even if it happened to be shaped tower-wise-would not be a tower.
The nonreductionist, by contrast, takes the sentence 'The towers collapsed' to imply that in the past, there existed entities that were towers (whatever they were made of) and that these entities collapsed and went out of existence. Only nonreductionism takes our everyday discourse to be true on a face-value reading.
The semantic and ontological differences among the three views, I believe, give us prima facie reason to be nonreductionists about towers, and hence to be nonreductionists about the extensions of everyday concepts like tower. Only nonreductionism takes objects to have gone out of existence when the towers collapsed, and only nonreductionism takes our everyday discourse at face value. Let us now turn to the task of formulating a nonreductionist view that allows everyday concepts to be a guide to reality.
The World As Encountered: A Nonreductive Approach
The World Trade Center Towers were part of what I call 'the world as encountered." The world as encountered includes what our everyday concepts (like tower) purport to denote-the things that you talk about and interact with: material objects, other people, activities, processes, and so on. Experts in particle physics, as well as people with no formal schooling, take the existence of these things for granted when they are at home with their friends and relatives. I take the world as encountered-the locus of medium-sized objects that we experience-to present us with data for philosophizing. My aim is to set out and defend an ontology according to which much of the prephilosophical picture of the world remains recognizable. My view will be revisionary only when necessary. One noticeable feature of the world as encountered is that it is populated by things-such as pianos, pacemakers, and paycheckswhose existence depends on there being persons with propositional attitudes. I call any object that could not exist in a world lacking beliefs, desires and intentions an 'intention-dependent object,' or an 'ID object.' 4 ID objects that we are familiar with include passports, kitchen utensils, precision instruments, and so on. Different communities may be familiar with different kinds of ID objects; but all communities recognize many kinds of ID objects-as well as other intention-dependent or ID phenomena like conventions, obligations, and so on. All artifacts and artworks, and most human activities (getting a job, going out to dinner, etc.), are intention-dependent in this way: They could not exist or occur in a world without beliefs, desires, and intentions.
However, not all things in the world as encountered depend on intentionality. For example, planets and dinosaurs could-and didexist in a world without beliefs, desires and intentions.
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In the world as encountered, whether an object is an ID object or not is often insignificant: It is usually irrelevant whether what constitutes a ball is a piece of natural rubber (i.e., not an ID object) or a piece of artificial rubber (i.e., an ID object). My theory of the world as encountered allows for the distinction between ID objects and others, but does not highlight it. 4 Note that I am not using 'intentional' in Brentano's sense.
There is no ontological requirement of intentionality for their existence. If God exists, there may be a causal requirement of God's will for their existence, but that would not be relevant to the current point, which concerns the logical possibility of the existence of various objects. Whether God exists or not, if the theory of natural selection is correct, then the existence of primates, including human animals, is causally, but not ontologically dependent on intentionality. If my view of persons is correct, the existence of persons is ontologically dependent on intentionality: a world without beliefs, desires and intentions would be devoid of persons. x is ontologically dependent on y iff the existence of x logically entails the existence of y. x is causally dependent on y iff the existence of x causally entails the existence of y, where causal entailment is the condition that in every world with natural laws that we have, there is no x without y.
If, ontologically speaking, towers really are towers and not just arrangements of particles, what is the relation between the twin towers and the collections of particles that made them up? My answer is: constitution. Constitution is a single comprehensive metaphysical relation that unites items at different levels of reality into the objects that we experience in everyday life: the trees, the automobiles, the credit cards and the people. These objects are irreducible to the particles that make them up. They are of higher levels of reality than the particles that constitute them.
Constitution, unlike identity, is a temporal relation: x may constitute y at one time but not at another. E.g., a human body may constitute a person at one time, but not at a later time (after the person has died, say). Ordinary material objects are constituted-at-t by other "lower-level" things. Constitution is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive. A flag, as it is shot and tattered in battle, is constituted by different pieces of cloth at different times. The constituting pieces of cloth in turn are constituted by molecules, and so on down to subatomic particles.
My thesis is this: All concrete objects found in the world as encountered are constituted objects. Sometimes an ordinary object is constituted by another ordinary object-as when a landscape painting is constituted by a piece of canvass with paint on it-but ultimately all ordinary material objects are constituted by bunches of subatomic particles. As I construe it, constitution is not a part/whole relation: If x constitutes y at t, x is not part of y at t. 6 The identity of a constituted object is independent of the identity of its parts, which may change. Nor are the persistence conditions of a constituted object given by its parts or by the persistence conditions of its parts. Every object has its primary kind essentially, but not every kind is a primary kind. E.g., teacher is not a primary kind; nor is puppy.
Teachers may cease to be teachers without ceasing to exist (e.g., they may retire); so may puppies cease to be puppies without ceasing to exist (e.g., they may grow up). Constitution is a relation between things of different primary kinds. So, a person may acquire the property of being a teacher; but a person does not constitute a teacher since teacher is not a primary kind.
Alas, I do not have a theory of primary kinds, nor even an exhaustive list. Indeed, there could not be a complete list of primary kinds until the end of the world. New inventions create new primary kinds. But there is a test for a primary kind: x is of primary kind K only if: x is of kind K every moment of its existence and could not fail to be of kind K and continue to exist. If K is a primary kind, to lose the property of being a K is to lose existence altogether. When Gutenberg invented the printing press, I believe that he created a new primary kind-a kind that changed the course of history. Printing presses go out of existence when barbarians smash them; they do not just lose the property of being printing presses, and become something else: they go out of existence altogether.
Constitution brings into being new objects of higher-level
primary kinds than what was there before. To take another example, when a certain combination of chemicals is in a certain environment, a thing of a new kind comes into existence: an organism. That particular combination of chemicals constitutes at t that particular organism. A world with the same kinds of chemicals but a different environment may lack organisms, and a world without organisms is ontologically different from a world with organisms. So, constitution makes an ontological difference. The combination of chemicals that in a certain environment constitutes an organism is itself constituted by a (mere) aggregate of chemicals. When an aggregate of chemicals comes together in a certain way (by bonding), chemicals of new kinds come into existence. Indeed, if we descend down any chain of constitution relations, sooner or later we will come to aggregates as constitutors.
For example, a cathedral may be constituted by an aggregate of stones, pieces of wood, and pieces of glass. The identity conditions of aggregates are simple: Aggregate x is identical to aggregate y just in case exactly the same items are in aggregate x and aggregate y. Perhaps there are no ultimate particles. In that case, the ultimate constituters will be portions of gunk. That possibility can be easily accommodated, but I'll just leave it aside. 10 An aggregate of H2O molecules has H2O molecules as its primary kind; the atoms in the aggregate of H2O molecules have hydrogen/oxygen atoms as their primary-kind. The difference between the aggregate of hydrogen atoms and oxygen atoms and the aggregate of H2O molecules is itself a matter of constitution: When the aggregate of atoms is in H2O-molecule-favorable circumstances, it constitutes an aggregate of H2O molecules. merely possible that a exists when b does not exist, then a cannot be identical to b. So, no aggregate is identical to the cathedral. The relation between the aggregate of pieces of stone, wood and glass and the cathedral at time t is constitution, not identity.
Although constitution is not identity, it is a unity-relation: the credit card constituted by a piece of plastic is a single credit card.
The constituting piece of plastic has the property of being a credit card derivatively--in virtue of constituting something that has the property of being a credit card independently of its constitution relations. You have the property of having brown eyes derivativelyin virtue of being constituted by a body that has brown eyes independently of its constitution relations. So, the unity produced by constitution allows two-way borrowing of properties-from constituted to constitutor, and from constitutor to constituted. It is because constitution is a relation of unity (though not identity) that many properties are shared by both constitutor and constituted. Let me try to fend off objections by noting three features of my view of vagueness: (i) Temporal indeterminacy stems, not from any indeterminacy in the existential quantifier, but in the indeterminacy of the instantiation of the primarykind property, 'being a model-house.' The model house whose existence is indeterminate at t' does definitely exist at some other time t. So, I am not proposing to quantify over objects that never definitely exist. (ii) For all I have said, only primary kinds whose instances are constituted are temporally vague. To extend the notion of temporal vagueness to unconstituted things like fundamental particles (if there are any), additional clauses would have to be added. Since all the items in the world as encountered are constituted, I can be neutral about extending the notion to fundamental particles (or to portions of gunk). (iii) My view of vagueness in the world as encountered, I hope, does not imply that there is vague identity. If an F* (definitely) exists at t, and it is indeterminate whether an F* exists at t', then there is (definitely) no identity between the F* (that exists at t) and any that exists at t'. 'It is indeterminate that x = y' is always false. property? "How differently would we have to talk and act," Zimmerman asks, "before G.W. Bush, the man, would come to coincide with another thing, a person (derivatively) who is (nonderivatively) commander-in-chief of the armed forces, etc., but who will outlive the man G.W. and always be president?" 16 How much change in the way that we talk would it take for president to be a primary-kind constituted at one time by George Washington, and at another time by Abraham Lincoln? 17 My answer is that we cannot anticipate in advance what new primary kinds there may be. However, we have good reason to suspect that no change will make president a primary kind. Before considering these reasons, note that it is clear that president is not a primary kind now, that being president is at this time a property that persons acquire and lose. When President Kennedy was killed, the United States had a new president-LBJ. We did not have the same president constituted by a new person. (You can find this out by reading the newspapers and political science books.) So, at this time, president is not a primary kind. There are two reasons why I doubt that there will be any time at which president is a primary kind.
In the first place, if we consider the role that thought and talk have in bringing new primary kinds into existence-e.g., figuring out how to build a machine with movable type contributed to the printing press; deciding how to document citizenship contributed to passports -we will see that it is not a matter of transforming nonprimary kinds into primary kinds in the way that the "president" example suggests.
The sort of talk and thought that can contribute to bringing a new 16 Zimmerman, 334. primary kind into existence is not talk and thought about a kind that existed already as an old nonprimary kind (like president).
In the second place, it is difficult to imagine any human interest that would lead to conventions making president a primary kind. Our conventions are based on our interests, and I cannot imagine any human interest that would lead to conventions that would make president to be a primary kind. We choose what interests to have only within a limited range. We cannot just change our interests at will. I don't think that we could just decide to change our general interest in having shelter, or in being treated with dignity. I agree with the evolutionary psychologists to this extent: Our interests are not wholly malleable. So, I doubt that we could come to regard president as a primary kind. In that case, no change in the way that we talk would bring it about that president is a primary kind.
Zimmerman speaks of "powerful resistance to the idea that changes in our ways of talking about things, even coupled with simple changes in some of our nonverbal reactions to things, could by themselves bring any concrete physical object into existence." My view is that there are many things in the world whose existence ontologically depends on intentional activity. No other view in sight begins to make metaphysical sense of the world that we encounter-or even to take it seriously, except as something to be explained away. On the rival views, what we take-and cannot help taking-to be real is really something else.
A New Look at Two Old Issues
Attention to what our everyday concepts are concepts of may shed light on two old issues: the nature of vagueness, and the theoretical merit (or lack of merit) of a mind-independent/minddependent distinction. Consideration of the world as encountered suggests two things: that vagueness cannot be merely a linguistic matter, and that the distinction between what is independent of all mental activity and what is not is much less significant than philosophers have thought.
Vagueness.
Many philosophers are so averse to vagueness that they deny that it is really in the world at all. The leading view among philosophers today of the appearance of vagueness is that it is not in world, but in our language. 2. Much vagueness is ineliminable: it is not within our ability to eliminate it by making some semantic decision.
∴ 3. Not all vagueness is a matter of semantic indecision.
Premise 1: Those who argue that all vagueness is linguistic, in fact do argue that vagueness could be eliminated.
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They say, e.g., that we could be precise about what is baldness-e.g., having fewer than n hairs on one's head-but we do not bother, because such specificity is not useful. The point of holding that all vagueness is a matter of semantic indecision (however the thesis is expressed) is that vagueness is held to be "up to us;" it is not in "the world as it is in itself." Well, if vagueness is up to us, we could eliminate it if we wanted to. If all vagueness is a matter of semantic indecision, then we could eliminate it by semantic decision.
Premise 2: But we could not eliminate vagueness-even if we wanted to. Epistemicists about vagueness do not hold that all vagueness is a matter of semantic indecision, but rather that vagueness is our ignorance of what our words mean. So this first argument may not apply to epistemicists; but I believe that the second argument does apply to epistemicists. See Timothy Williamson, Vagueness (London: Routledge, 1994).
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The fact that vagueness is ineliminable explains why good judgment is such an important virtue. If vagueness were eliminable, then we would not need judges and juries; a computer algorithm could take their place. The extensions of such words are vague, not because we have failed to draw a line, but rather because there is no line to be drawn. To try to "sharpen" such words would be to lose them altogether. Therefore, not all vagueness is a matter of semantic indecision. As we shall see, the vagueness in language cannot be isolated from vagueness in the world.
Argument 2:
1. If there is anything that exists or occurs in the world independently of our concepts, and does not have a precise beginning independently of our concepts, then there is vagueness in objects that is not simply a product of how we decide to use our words.
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Consider the concept of 'killing.' The concept of killing seems clear enough: a kills b if and only if a causes b's death. Killing does not even require an intention: lightning can kill. Here is a partly fictional case: A middle-aged professional woman (call her 'Jean') has an affair with a vain and famous man (call him 'Bill'), who is about to abandon Jean for a younger woman. Jean loves Bill and in her desperation, she takes a small revolver and goes to Bill's house-intending, as she says later, to kill herself in front of him. Bill grabs the gun; in the scuffle with both Bill's and Jean's hands on the gun, the gun goes off at close range. Bill is fatally shot. Did Jean kill the doctor? (This story is loosely based on my recollection of the killing of the celebrated "diet doctor", Dr. Tarnower by Jean Harris. Harris was convicted by a jury of murder.) 25 Wittgenstein on rule-following comes to mind here. There are too many ways of harrassing that no one has yet thought of that may or may not end up in the extension of the concept.
2. Natural processes occur in the world independently of our concepts and do not have precise beginnings, independently of our concepts.
∴ 3. There is vagueness in objects that is not simply a product of how we decide to use our words.
Premise 1: Premise 1 is just a matter of definition. If something comes into existence, and there no precise instant before which it definitely failed to exist, and after which it definitely existed, then, by definition, it has a vague beginning. If something has a vague beginning, then it is vague. If something vague exists independently of our concepts and lacks a precise beginning independently of our concepts, then its vagueness cannot be attributed to our concepts. If there is something in reality that is vague and whose vagueness cannot be attributed to our concepts, then there is ontological vagueness.
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Premise 2: Premise 2 is a matter of taking special scienceslike astronomy and biology-at face value. Astronomers and biologists take their domain to be natural processes that occur in nature, independently of our concepts-processes that would transpire in the absence of any of our concepts. The evolution of our solar system is an example of a natural process. Astronomers give us good reason to believe that our solar system evolved, and that its evolution was a natural process. If the best astronomy today is correct, then our solar system did not begin at a precise instant.
It is noteworthy that David Lewis could not simply instantiate premise 1. His view is that everything that exists has precise edges; vagueness arises from the fact that we have not decided which of the precise objects to apply, say, 'outback' to. So, on his view, we cannot straightforwardly make an assignment of ordinary objects like planets to a variable. Lewis would have to restate premise 1 in some way unknown to me.
Everything that comes into being by a process (natural or artifactual) thus has a vague beginning. The sun, for example, would have had a vague temporal boundary even if we (with our words and concepts) had never existed. If astronomers are correct in saying that our solar system evolved over eons, then that's the way the world is, apart from our language. If the sun has a vague temporal boundary that does not depend on our concepts, then there is ontological vagueness.
In sum: Everything in the natural world unfolds over time:
Natural processes have no sharp cut-off points. If there are no sharp cut-off points in reality, then there is ontological vagueness. The only alternative to ontological vagueness that I can see is an implausible claim that the properties of natural processes themselves are just a matter of our language. Not only would such a claim be prima facie implausible, but also it would make a mockery of sciences like astronomy and biology. This would be unattractive to realists of any stripe.
2. The mind-independence/mind-dependence distinction. I want to discuss this distinction, because many people who consider themselves to be realists take such a distinction to be the foundation of their view. For example, Ernest Sosa has reported: "What the metaphysical realist is committed to holding is that there is an in-itself reality independent of our minds and even of our existence, and that we can talk about such reality and its constituents by virtue of correspondence relations between our language (and/or our minds), on the one hand, and things-inthemselves and their intrinsic properties (including their relations), on the other." Much of the world as encountered is neither mind-independent nor optional for us. Our interest in taking care of our children is not mind-independent, nor is it an interest that we could simply decide to change. Our being language users is neither mind-independent, nor "up to us." A biologically given interest is not optional, and in the example of taking care of children or of being a language user, not as we have just seen. Taking 'mind-independent' to apply to anything that is part of "in-itself reality independent of our minds and even of our existence," and 'mind-dependent' to be anything that is not mindindependent is coherent; but the line drawn by this distinction sheds no light-at least not on the world as we encounter it.
Artifacts are prominent in the world as encountered, but artifacts turn out to be mind-dependent on the coherent construal of the mind-independent/mind-dependent distinction. This is so because artifacts are not part of in-itself reality independent of our minds and even of our existence. Nothing would be a carburetor in a world without intentional activity.
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So restricting reality to what is mind-independent will not only eliminate from reality everything that depends on language, but also artifacts.
The portion of reality that is excluded from the "in-itself reality independent of our minds and even of our existence" excludes much of what we encounter: e.g., artifacts, artworks, economic items (certificates of deposit, credit cards), consumer goods, documents. It also excludes such varied properties as being philanthropic, being in debt, being employed, being drunk, being conscientious, having a banking system, breaking a treaty, suspending habeas corpus, and on and on. Moreover, on the coherent construal of the mindindependent/mind-dependent distinction, carburetors and dreams, statues and imaginings, and other subjective phenomena come out on the same side of the ontological divide. I am confident that it is basically wrong-headed to put artifacts and after-images in the same ontological category, and hence I am also confident that the mindindependence/mind-dependence distinction is itself misguided as a basis for metaphysics. To reject the mind-independence/mind-dependence distinction as the basis of metaphysics is to reject the idea that there is a sharp division between language and "the world." Without such a sharp division, the thesis that all vagueness is linguistic, and hence not ontological, becomes problematic. The thesis that all vagueness is linguistic, and hence not ontological, requires that language be isolable from the world, from genuine reality. But, of course, language is not isolable from the world.
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The world as we know it is infected with language through and through.
The significance of discarding the mind-independence/minddependence distinction is this: What really exists--what has ontological status--need not be wholly independent of language. The world as encountered is full of examples. To take one example almost at random: The existence of credit cards depends on social and economic practices that require language, and real features of credit cards inherit that dependence on language. Anyone who has ever lost a credit card knows that something real can not be found.
Metaphysical realists standardly think of reality in terms of mind-independence. I do not. Hence, I do not call myself a metaphysical realist, but a Practical Realist: Realist because I believe that there may exist objects and properties beyond our ability to recognize them; practical because I believe that the world as encountered-that part of reality that includes us, our language, and the things that we interact with-is ontologically significant. We shall make no headway on a philosophical understanding of the world as encountered if we frame our investigation globally in terms of mindindependence vs. mind-dependence. 
